PRESENTATION SPEAKING FEES
The nonprofit sector tackles major issues, engages communities and innovates constantly. Connect your group to the new
approaches and realities confronting the philanthropic community. Across the globe, nonprofit organizations are at the
center of impactful solutions, social concerns and philanthropic engagement. With our engaging, dynamic and thoughtful
presentations, your group will be motivated to pursue your nonprofit mission with renewed passion and skills.
Half Day Presentation - $2,500
Full Day Presentation - $5,000
Travel - Additional costs associated with domestic travel will be determined and agreed to in advance. Airfare,
ground transfer, accommodations and an overnight per diem may be charged. Live presentations outside the U.S.A.
are also available.
Facility - Hosting organization will provide the presentation site with audio and presentation technology.
Filming - Film, video or audio recording is subject to advance approval.
Materials - Depending on the presentation or workshop, printed materials may be provided by the American Nonprofit
Academy. Any additional charges for materials will be determined in advance based on the curriculum and estimated
number of participants in attendance.
Contracting - A contract will be prepared by the American Nonprofit Academy in advance of the presentation
confirmation. A 50% prepayment is required.
Ticketed Events - Presentations and workshops conducted by American Nonprofit Academy that involve ticketing,
registration and event management are available.
Private Workshops - Organizations who prefer a private and customized workshop can be accommodated. Boards
who need refocusing or are facing major challenges may want a private environment to navigate their process. Ask
about the opportunity to host a workshop, series or Nonprofit Board Boot Camp in your community. Fees associated
with custom developed curriculum are quoted upon request.
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